JEM2K DNA Features:
1. Steve Vai DNA model exclusive multi-color finish
2. DNA model exclusive DNA blood vessel pattern fingerboard inlay
3. DNA model exclusive illuminant clear pickguard
4. Luminous green side neck dot inlay
5. Luminous green dot inlay on fingerboard
6. Luminous blue vine inlay on fingerboard
7. Scallop fingerboard at upper 21st frets
8. Powder Cosmo hardware
9. DNA model special colored DiMarzio Breed pickups

Illuminant pickguard on DNA multi colored body and DNA pattern fingerboard inlay on the JEM2K.

JEM2K DNA
- American basswood
- Super wizard
- Warmoth #5105
- Lo-pro edge
- Dimarzio bridge
- Dimarzio neck
- Dimarzio treble

The millennium signature guitar symbols - Masquerade (GB2K), DNA (JEM2K) & Planet (JS2K): from left to right.

Ibanez
Joe Satriani Millennium Model

JS2K PLANET (PLT) features:
- Crystal acrylic body
- PLT model exclusive illuminant parts
- Pickup mounting rings
- Control cavity plate (body back)
- Tremolo cavity plate (body back)
- Headstock plate
- PLT model exclusive crystal clear parts
- Special clear bobbin DiMarzio PAF-Pro/Fred pickups
- Clear control knobs
- Clear connecting leads on electric parts
- Luminous green side neck dot inlay
- Luminous dot inlay at 12th fret on fingerboard
- Neo Chrome finish hardware

Acrylic JS2K body with special clear bobbin DiMarzio pickups mounted on illuminant mounting rings.

Ibanez

JS2K PLT
- Acrylic clear
- JS warmth #6105
- B-pro edge
- Dimarzio PAF pro
- N/A
- Dimarzio fred

MODEL
- Body
- Neck
- Fret
- Bridge
- From P.U.
- Mid. P.U.
- Bridge P.U.

Ibanez
GB2K MASQUERADE (MSQ) features:
- Solid spruce top with MSQ model exclusive bracing
- MSQ exclusive Anti Feedback GB Special pickups with flamed wood cover
- MSQ model exclusive ebony pickguard with Masquerade silver powder inlay
- MSQ model exclusive parts
  Machineheads
  Control knobs
  Tailpiece
  Nut (dipped in oil)
  Truss rod cover
- Pearl Gold hardware

Body top & headstock on the GB2K wood covered GB Special pickups (anti feedback), silver powder Masquerade inlay on pickguard, GB2K special ebony bridge on selected solid spruce top.

GB2K MSQ
- Solid spruce
- Flamed maple
- Flamed maple
- GB
- Medium
- GB2K special ebony
- GB special (flamed wood cover)
- GB special (flamed wood cover)
SR590 VRF

SR590 WNF

Ibanez Basses

MODEL
- body: mahogany
- neck: maple
- fret: medium
- bridge: die-cast
- front P.U.: 3x"p" (S waking)
- bridge P.U.: 3x"j" (V waking)
- controls: 4v, 1v, 1b, 1t
- finish: wnl, vrl